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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is performed on the plant protection system to reveal
potential single failure modes. ANSI/IEEE 352-1987 (Reference 1) identifies the purposes of an FMEA
as follows:.

a. To assist in selecting design alternatives with high reliability and high safety potential during
early design phases

b. To ensure that all conceivable failure modes and their effects on the operational success of the
system have been considered

c. To list potential failures and identify the magnitude of their effects

d. To develop early criteria for test planning and the design of test and checkout systems

e. To provide a basis for quantitative reliability and availability analyses

f. To provide historical documentation for future references to aid in the analysis of field failures
and consideration of design changes

g. To provide input data for tradeoff studies

h. To provide a basis for establishing corrective action priorities

i. To assist in the objective evaluation of design requirements related to redundancy, failure
detection systems, fail-safe characteristics, and automatic and manual override

An FMEA was performed (Reference 8) for the generic Common Qualified Platform Digital Plant
Protection System, of which the AP 1000® Protection and Safety Monitoring System (PMS) is an example.
However, there are architectural differences between the system analyzed in that report and the one
applied to AP 1000. Therefore, this report contains a specific analysis for the AP 1000 PMS.

This analysis addresses system failures from the viewpoint of hardware failure initiated events. A
separate Software Hazard Analysis is provided for events that could lead to software malfunction
(Reference 15).

1.2 SCOPE

The FMEA is applied to the electronic portions of the PMS excluding sensors, squib valve controllers and
actuators. The reactor trip switchgear is included.

The details of the squib valve interface have been excluded from the scope of the analysis.
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Particular attention is paid to failure modes that may affect the time response of the safety functions. This
is done to determine the extent to which time response testing must be performed during the operation of
the plant.

There is two-out-of-four (2/4) logic for each parameter that initiates protective action when two or more
divisions agree that a parameter is no longer within the acceptable limit. The software in the four
divisions is functionally identical.

Reference 9 covers the activities in the software design, implementation, verification and validation
process.

The defense in depth approach is implemented by the Diverse Actuation System (DAS). The DAS
consists of diverse sensors, signal conditioning, trip recognition logic, trip actuation circuitry and
software from the PMS. The DAS is not included in the scope of this FMEA.

Proprietary information contained within this report is marked in accordance to the procedures of
Reference 14.

Revision 2 of the FMEA addresses design details as reflected in initial issue of APP-PMS-J4-020,
"AP1000 System Design Specification for the Protection and Safety Monitoring System" (Reference 13).
Additionally, Design Change Packages (DCP) that have been approved since the previous revision of this
analysis were reviewed for impact. Two DCPs were found to have an impact on the analysis and have
been included in this revision. They are:

DCP 327: "Component Interface Module (CIM) using High Speed Datalink (HSL)" (Reference
31)

* DCP 387: "Nuclear Instrumentation System Improvements" (Reference 32)

An additional DCP, number 388 (Reference 33), identified an impact on the FMEA to add a section on
Sequence of Events (SOE). This section (2.13) has been added but does not impact the analysis.

Also, clarifications have been made per DCP/NRC 1884, "AP 1000 COL Responses to Requests for
Additional Information (TR #43)" (Reference 16). In particular, these clarifications have lead to the
addition of Section 5, "Consideration of Off-Normal Modes of Operation."

1.3 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn about the PMS system architecture:

a. Due to the high degree of redundancy within the reactor trip interface, a single failure of the
electronics does not prevent a division from responding to a valid actuation signal for reactor trip.

b. Single failures may prevent the actuation of an individual ESF component, or may lead to its
spurious actuation; however, plant safety is retained through the redundant ESF components
actuated from other divisions. The effects of the spurious actuations of the equipment on the
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plant operation are addressed as design basis accidents in the Design Control Document
(Reference 2).

c. Single failures may prevent information display through one QDPS/Safety Display; however, all
monitored process variables will remain available through redundant measurements on the
displays of other divisions.

d. Failures affecting protective functions are detectable by either diagnostics or planned periodic
surveillance tests.

e. Several failures have been identified (with a 'C' in the fault classification) that depend on the
periodic surveillance test for their detection. The design of the test facilities and sequence, and
the interval at which the testing is performed, takes these failures into account.

a,c
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2 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The overall architecture of the PMS is shown, in simplified form, in Figure 2-1. This diagram shows the
communication interfaces among the various cabinets and process stations that make up the system that
consists of four divisions. Divisions B and C are identical in content and contain a full complement of the
equipment. Divisions A and D each contain a subset of the equipment to provide a four channel
redundancy where specified by the system requirements.

This analysis focuses on Division B as being representative of each division. Differences between the
divisions will be so noted when the differences are significant. Figure 2-2 provides a detailed diagram of
this division's equipment. The analysis considers each process station or sub-system as outlined below.

Within each division of the PMS, redundancy is provided for additional fault tolerance and to support
on-line maintenance and testing of the system. This redundancy is shown in Figure 2-3. Details of the
redundancy are discussed in conjunction with the description of the various process stations and
sub-systems.

2.1 BPL PROCESS STATION

There are two Bistable Processor Logic (BPL) process stations located in separate cabinets,
PMS-JD-BCCBO 1 and PMS-JD-BCCB02. The BPLs receive input from process sensors, both analog
and digital, and perform bistable functions, making the logical decision that the plant condition has
exceeded pre-established limits. This includes, in the case of the over-temperature and over-power
delta T channels, the computation of setpoint values based on multiple process sensor inputs. Operational
bypass logic, such as that applied to the source range Nuclear Instrumentation Subsystem (NIS) channels,
is performed in the NIS processor discussed in Section 2.5.

Each BPL contains a single PM processor module that has two parts, a functional processor and a
communications processor. The communications processor transmits the partial trip signals (bistable
results) to the Local Coincidence Logic (LCL) process stations in every division. A single message is
transmitted, and is electrically 'split' to go to all destinations. The High Speed Link (HSL) connections to
both LCLs in the same division are "copper" connections, while those going to other divisions are fiber
optic, using transmit/receive modem pairs. All HSL connections are unidirectional. The functional
processor part of the PM module scans the input modules, converts the process signals to engineering
values (if not already done by the Input/Output (I/O) modules), compares the values to setpoints (the
bistable function) and passes the results to the communications processor for transmittal to the LCLs.

As part of the process value conversion function, the signals are validated. Signals that are outside of the
valid range, or whose input module is determined to be failed by self-diagnostics, are set to 'BAD'
quality. The bistable outputs associated with signals of 'BAD' quality are set to the tripped state and the
bistable output signals are themselves given BAD quality. In addition to the bistable output value and the
quality, value, each bistable has two additional signals that can be manually set or removed via the
Maintenance and Test Processor (MTP) console. These are the CHANNEL BYPASS signal and the
FORCE PARTIAL TRIP signal. These are set independently for the two BPL process stations in the
division. Resolution of the vector of bistable output values is performed by the processors of the LCL
process station as described in Section 2.2.
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A CI communications module in each BPL stores status information for transmission on the AF100 bus.
Operator actions made through the division's QDPS/Safety Display are received from the AF100 bus via
the CI communications module. This connection also provides for maintenance of the BPL software and
setpoints from the MTP. A live status signal is sent to the ITP via the AF 100 bus through the CI
communications module.

Sensor inputs are shared between the two BPL processors within a division. This sharing is done via a
current loop connection or, in the case of Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) inputs, a parallel
connection. The sensor input values may be replaced by test injection signals, received via the AF100
bus, under control of a hardwired Test Enable keyswitch (digital) input and a test enable software signal
also received via the AF100 bus. Injecting a signal in one BPL does not affect the use of that signal in the
other BPL of the division.

Certain sensor signals are sent to the control system through analog isolation devices. These signals are
used to regulate the primary process variables to keep them within the safety limits. The isolators prevent
faults on the non-safety side from causing effects to the safety circuits that could prevent them from
accomplishing their assigned safety functions. In the control system, signal validation techniques, such as
median signal selection, are applied to reduce the multiple redundant measurements of each process
parameter to a single value that best represent the process parameter.

2.2 LCL PROCESS STATION

There are two LCL process stations located in separate cabinets, the same as those that contain the BPL
process stations. Each LCL receives eight HSL connections containing the partial trip and partial
actuation signals, one from each of the two BPLs in each of the four divisions. The process stations
combine the partial trips via majority voting logic to actuate the reactor trip breakers in the division and
combine the partial actuations to send system level ESF actuations to the component actuation logic
performed in the ILC process stations.

Each LCL contains four PM processor modules, each of which has two parts, a functional processor and a
communications processor. The communications processor is capable of receiving two HSL connections
(hence the need for four processors to handle the eight connections) and to transmit one HSL connection.
The receive connections are distributed among the four processors such that the two connections from a
given division are handled by different processors. Table 2-1 shows the LCL processor assignments.
Note that in each LCL, two processors perform the reactor trip logic, one processor performs the ESF
actuation logic, and one processor is only used for HSL communication.

The data received via HSL connections is shared between the four processors through the global memory
segment of the CI. Each functional processor uses the two connections it receives directly and the other
six by way of the global memory. The data exchanged between processors by way of the global memory
is done as formatted communications messages that include error checking codes so that the passing of
wrong data due to memory corruption is avoided. Each logical signal is resolved, on a point by point
basis, according to the signal value, its quality, the CHANNEL BYPASS and FORCE PARTIAL TRIP
states and the quality status of the global memory message and the HSL receiver channel over which the
point is received. The logic combination of the signal value with the forced partial trip and bypass signals
is performed for the signals from each of the BPLs in each division; the two results are then combined
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with a logical OR. Thus, if both BPLs issue GOOD quality signals, one "tripped" and the other "not
tripped," the result that is sent to the two-out-of-four (2/4) voting logic is TRUE ("tripped"). If a signal
has BAD quality or if its receive channel has BAD quality then the signal from the other BPL is used. In
the condition that signals of GOOD quality are available from both BPLs of a division, a logical OR of
the FORCE PARTIAL TRIP OR SIGNAL VALUE AND NOT BYPASS is used. If both signals have
BAD quality, then a default value, based on the preferred failure mode, which is TRUE for reactor trip
actuations and FALSE for ESF actuations, is used. The resulting signals from the four divisions are
passed on to the two-out-of-four (2/4) or two-out-of-three (2/3).

Table 2-1 LCL Processor Assignments (Division B)

LCL Station Processor BPL to LCL HSLs Function of Processor

LCL-1 PM1 DIV A BPL-1, DIV D BPL-2 Reactor trip DO

LCL-1 PM3 DIV B BPL-2, DIV C BPL-l Reactor trip DO

LCL-1 PM2 DIV C BPL-2, DIV B BPL-1 ESF functions with HSL to ILC

LCL-l PM4 DIV D BPL-1, DIV A BPL-2 HSL input only

LCL-2 PM2 DIV C BPL-2, DIV B BPL-1 Reactor trip DO

LCL-2 PM4 DIV D BPL-1, DIV A BPL-2 Reactor trip DO

LCL-2 PMI DIV A BPL-1, DIV D BPL-2 ESF functions with HSL to ILC

LCL-2 PM3 DIV B BPL-2, DIV C BPL-1 HSL input only

Each of the reactor trip LCL processor modules generates two Reactor Trip signals, one for the
undervoltage trip relay matrix and one for the shunt trip relay matrix. These signals are sent to the relay
matrices via hard-wired outputs. Each processor module accesses a dedicated Digital Output (DO) relay
output module (DO) to reduce the extent of lost functionality in the event of a single failure. The DO
signals are combined with the contacts of the Watchdog Timer (WDT) to cause fail safe action upon
failure of the processor. The trip relay matrices are discussed in further detail in Section 2.3.

A functional requirement of the PMS is that a Reactor Trip actuation shall be performed when the Safety
Injection or Automatic Depressurization functions are initiated by either automatic or manual means.
This feature is done by the LCL processor that performs ESF functions sending a digital (software) signal
to the two LCL processors performing reactor trip functions by way of the global memory feature of the
CI module. The reactor trip.functional processors then combine this signal with those from the BPL
channel voting logic to generate the outputs sent to the trip interface matrix.

The logic signals received by the HSLs can be substituted by test injection signals, received via the
AF 100 bus, under control of the status of the Test Enable keyswitch (digital) input and a test enable
software signal both of which are received via the AF100 bus. Only the enable signals from the LCL's
own division are applied. Also, the digital output signals sent to the DO modules for reactor trip may be
substituted for testing under the same controls.

Each LCL process station has an extension chassis that houses digital input modules. These digital inputs
receive hardwired system level manual actuation signals from the Main Control Room (MCR) and from
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the Remote Shutdown Room (RSR). These digital inputmodules also receive the MCR/Remote
Shutdown Room (RSR) transfer switch signals that allow control to be transferred to the remote shutdown
room in the event of main control room evacuation. The manual reactor trip does not use the digital input
modules; rather it is connected directly to the trip interface matrix, as is discussed in Section 2.3.
Multiple digital input channels are used for each actuation function so that a single failure will neither
prevent actuation of the division function at the system level nor cause spurious actuation of that function.
As described in Reference 4, the system level manual actuation controls are either one-out-of-two (1/2)
(either one of two controls are required for operation) or two-out-of-two (2/2) (both of two controls on
separate consoles are required). The later case is used for "onerous" actuations' that would have
significant consequences if used inappropriately. To support this functional fault tolerance, all redundant
controls of the same actuation are input to different DI modules in the LCL.

2.3 REACTOR TRIP INTERFACE

The interface between the LCL process stations and the reactor trip switchgear is shown in Figure 2-4.
One division is shown, but all four are identical. The interface consists of two relay matrices, one for the
undervoltage trip actuation (relays UIRl through UIR4) and one for the shunt trip attachment actuations
(SIR1 through SIR4). The circuits are divided between the two cabinets housing the BPL and LCL
process stations and are designed such that either of the cabinets may be de-energized for maintenance
without defeating the functionality of the trip interface or causing the trip breakers of the division to be
opened.

Power (48VDC) for the interface relay coils is provided by both cabinets and is auctioneered so that
single failure of one supply will not trip the breakers of the division. This power is also used to supply
the holding voltage to the Undervoltage Trip Attachments (UVTA) of the breakers. Power for the shunt
trip attachments is supplied from the trip breakers (the same power as the closing circuit is used) and is
switched by the relay matrix.

The undervoltage relay matrix operates on the 'de-energize to trip' principle. Dropping out one relay in
each cabinet will de-energize the 48VDC sent to the UVTA coils of the two trip breakers in the division.
The undervoltage coils are wired in parallel. The Undervoltage Interface Relay (UIR) coils are driven by
DO output relay contacts wired in series through the WDT contact of the processor module that drives the
particular relay output. The UVTA circuit is wired through the manual trip switches located on the MCR
desk. Operating either manual trip switch will disrupt the UVTA current in all four divisions.

The shunt trip relay matrix operates-on the 'energize to trip' principle. Picking up one relay in each
cabinet will energize the Shunt Trip Attachment (STA) in both trip breakers. Auxiliary contacts (52a) in
each breaker open the STA circuit when the breaker is open to relieve the interface relays from having to
switch off these inductive loads, thus extending the life of the Shunt Trip Interface Relay (SIR) contacts.
The SIR coils are also driven by DO contact outputs, but working in the opposite logic sense from those
of the UIR relays. The processor module WDT is wired in parallel with the DO output contacts so that
the SIR relays will be energized upon time-out of the WDT.

1. Onerous actuation is defined as that which causes a breach of the RCS pressure boundary or a need to shut
down the plant to cold conditions to effect repairs.
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An Auxiliary Interposing Relay (XIR) is wired with a normally closed (shelf state) contact that spans
across the shunt trip relay matrix. The coil of this relay is connected in parallel with the UVTA and thus
is energized under normal operation. This relay serves two purposes. First, it transfers the action of the
manual trip switches to the shunt trip attachments so that upon manual trip actuation, both the UVTA and
the STA of each breaker are activated. Second, it provides for independent testing of the STA function
through a normally closed test pushbutton in its coil circuit. This button is located on the switch panel
within one of the cabinets. A separate test pushbutton will switch off the UVTA outputs, but not the XIR.
Thus the diverse breaker actuations can be independently tested.

Current sensing resistors are provided in each leg of the undervoltage relay matrix and across each leg of
the shunt trip relay matrix. The voltages across these resistors are monitored by the Interface and Test
Processor (ITP) process station as part of its routine system diagnostics. With these voltage samples it is
possible to observe the action of each LCL trip processor module and contact output independently under
the condition that the other processors are in their normal states.

The eight reactor trip breakers (two in each division) are arranged, as shown in Figure 7.1-7 of the
AP 1000 Design Control Document (Reference 2), to interrupt three phase power to the rod control
cabinets. Opening the breakers from any two of the four divisions de-energizes the control rod drives
thus allowing the rods to drop into the reactor core by gravity.

2.4 ILC PROCESS STATION

The ILC process stations, located in the Interposing Logic Cabinets (ILC) implement the actuation of
safety system equipment in response to the ESF system level commands generated in the LCL process
stations. The system level signals are broken down to the individual actuation signals to actuate each,
component associated with a system-level engineered safety feature. For example, a single safeguards
actuation signal must trip the reactor and the reactor coolant pumps, align core makeup tank valves and
initiate containment isolation. The interposing logic accomplishes this function (with the exception of
reactor trip). The power interface transforms the low level signals to voltages and currents needed to
operate the actuation devices. The actuation devices, in turn, control motive power to the final engineered
safety feature component.

There are thirteen (13) ILC cabinets distributed among the four PMS divisions. Each cabinet has a
capacity to control up to twenty (20) plant components. Appendix A includes tables that list the loads
controlled in each of the ILC cabinets.

Each ILC cabinet contains redundant process stations, each receiving HSL connections from the two LCL
process stations in the same division that generate the system-level automatic commands. The two ILC
process stations output the component actuation commands through separate serial channels which are
combined on a Component Interface Module (CIM) for Air Operated Valve (AOV), Hydraulic Operated
Valve (HOV), Motor Operated Valve (MOV), switchgear, and squib operated valves. The details of the
CIM design are contained in WNA-DS-01271-GEN, "Component Interface Module Hardware
Requirements Specification" (Reference 11). Communications between the ILC processors and the CIMs
uses serial signaling methods and involves a Safety Remote Node Controller (SRNC), which is described
in WNA-DS-0 1272-GEN, "Safety System Remote Node Controller Requirements Specification"
(Reference 12).. The two ILC process stations use HSL connections to communicate with the SRNC for
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all CIMs in the cabinet as a block message. The SRNC communicates to individual CIMs via the
redundant X-bus. The SRNC consists of two independent HSL Interface Modules (HIM), each of which
transfers communications between one HSL and one X-bus.

The interface to the squib operated valves will also use CIMs. Two CIMs in separate cabinets are used,
one to charge the igniter circuit and the other to fire the squib. This separation is done to prevent spurious
actuations, even in the event of hot shorts due to fire.

System level manual actuations are hardwired (to the LCL process station) from switches in the main
control room and in the remote shutdown room. These actuations are then combined with the automatic
actuations and are "fanned out" to the various components that are designated to act as a system. Thus
the path to the ILC for both automatic and manual system level actuations uses the HSL connections from
the LCL process stations.

Component level manual control is accomplished in two ways, depending on the consequences of
spurious actuation. Components with onerous consequences are controlled via the QDPS/Safety Display.
Other components are controlled via the PLS.

Component level manual commands for components with onerous consequences originate in the
QDPS/Safety Displays as soft controls. They are sent from the divisional QDPS/Safety Display to the
ILC process stations via the AF100 bus. The ILC combines the manual component commands with
automatic demands from the LCLs and passes the result to the CIM modules via the SRNC interface. The
component level logic performed by the CIM provides command latching and command termination at
end of travel.

Component level manual commands for safety components that do not have onerous consequences
originate in the non-safety PLS system as soft control actions on the graphic displays. They are then sent
via PLS remote I/O branches to the CIM modules located in the ILC cabinets. The CIM modules give
priority to safety actuations of the plant equipment, but in the absence of safety actuations allow the
normal manual operation of the equipment to be done. The component level logic performed by the CIM
downstream of the priority logic provides command latching and command termination at end of travel.
For motor operated valves, the motion is stopped on thermal overload conditions if the command origin
was the non-safety system, however, if the actuation came from the safety system, this condition causes
an alarm to be actuated and motion continues.

CIM failures can be placed into three types: 1) those which prevent the component actuation, 2) those
which issue spurious output commands, and 3) those which do not affect the component actuation paths.
Within these types are failures that affect the safety actuation input (PMS), failures that affect the
non-safety actuation input (PLS), and failures that affect both actuation paths. Of these failure types, only
the second one leads to Fault Classification I in the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). This is
due to the fact that failure to actuate equipment in one division does not lead to loss of capability to
perform the safety function, because redundant equipment in other divisions is not affected by the failure.

Spurious actuation commands could result from failures in the CIM itself or from failures in the host
systems providing inputs to the CIM. Coincidence of two actuation signals from redundant Integrated
Logic Processors (ILPs) is.required to actuate equipment. In the event that serial communications is lost
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with one of the ILPs, the CIM will use the command data in the other functioning serial X-bus without
taking any default action. Thus, the CIM will prevent spurious actuations from the ILPs from causing an
adverse plant transient. For non-safety actuations from the Plant Control System (PLS), the commands
are received as coded messages with bit error detection via a serial bus. Incorrect messages are blocked
from entry into the actuation logic. Failures in this path are much more likely to prevent action rather
than cause spurious actuation.

There are several components within the CIM the failure of which could cause one of the output relays to
inadvertently turn off. These components include the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device and
the relay drive transistors. Such failures are detected by the self-diagnostic features of the CIM, in
addition to being revealed by the consequent actions that would result from issuing a spurious command
to plant equipment. However, the number of component failure modes that could inadvertently cause an
output to turn on are few and have a very low projected failure rate.

The consequence of spurious valve actuations on the plant is dependent upon the design of the fluid
systems and the plant operating mode. However, some broad statements can be made in this regard.
First, under a condition of normal plant operation, any spurious movement of many of the Class lE valves
will be towards the defined "safe" direction of that valve. This motion may cause a plant transient (for
instance, by isolating an important fluid system line) that will subsequently lead to a trip; however, plant
safety is maintained. For the cases where spurious motion of the valve is towards the "un-safe" direction,
the valve position is independently monitored. The operator will take action to restore the safe
configuration within the Technical Specification allowed action time. The likelihood of a plant accident
in the interim, before that safe configuration is restored, is extremely low.

A subset of the actuated equipment has been designated as components whose operation poses onerous
consequences on the plant. These components include the twelve squib-operated valves, twelve MOVs in
the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS), and the four head vent valves.

The squib valves are each actuated by two separate CIMs located in different ILCs. One of the CIMs
charges the squib firing circuit, while the other discharges the energy into the squib igniter. These CIMs
must be operated within precise sequence and timing parameters in order to fire the squib and open the
valve. This sequence includes the removal of the charging command before the firing command is issued.
Therefore, it is not credible that a single random failure, or even multiple random failures, of the CIMs
could cause spurious opening of a squib valve.

For the MOVs in the ADS and the head vent valves, there are two normally closed valves in series in each
depressurization path. These valves are controlled by different divisions of the PMS. Therefore, spurious
opening of a single valve will not have a direct impact on the plant. The opening of the valve will be
detected by its position status indication as well as by the self-diagnostic features of the CIM. Corrective
action (i.e., replacing the failed CIM) will be possible in a short time period without impact to plant
operations.

Therefore, a single failure of a CIM may lead to a plant trip, but it cannot cause an unsafe plant condition.
The frequency of these spurious trips will be shown to be acceptably low compared to other causes of
forced outage. Appendix A contains an analysis of the safety functions that are actuated by CIM modules
and their potential for causing plant upsets by CIM failures.
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2.5 NIS SUBSYSTEM

The NIS Subsystem processes the signals from the excore neutron flux measurement detectors to permit
monitoring of reactor power based on the level of neutron flux around the core. Full range of reactor
power is provided by the NIS Subsystem using three overlapping ranges. The three ranges are: Source
Range (SR), Intermediate Range (IR) and Power Range (PR). The Source Range (SR) covers the lowest
levels of reactor power, including refueling operations, where neutron flux is low enough to allow neutron
events to be counted. The output of the Source Range is a logarithmic signal that covers the lowest
measurable six decades of power. The PR provides a linear indication of reactor power in the range that
the reactor is designed to operate. The PR measures power levels up to 120 percent of full power, and
down to less than 1 percent of full power. The IR provides a reactor power indication that covers almost
the entire range of reactor power. This range covers ten decades of reactor power, and thus fully overlaps
the PR and most of the SR. It may alternatively be designated as Wide Range (WR) as is the case in
Figure 2-2. For all ranges, the detectors are fixed in place in detector wells, without the need to move
them in to or out of measuring position based on reactor mode.

The NIS Subsystem consists of one cabinet per division each containing one Nuclear Instrumentation
Signal Processing Assembly (NISPA). This assembly is the special electronics needed to convert neutron
flux instrumentation signals into the standard input levels of digital protection systems. They include the
high voltage power supplies necessary for neutron detectors. The NIS Subsystem also contains
two Common Q processors per division. Each NIS processor is located in one of the BPL process stations
discussed in Section 2.1. The NIS processors perform the special signal processing required for neutron
flux instrumentation channels.

The SR system has four fixed SR detectors (1lper division) that are used for normal subcritical operation
and for monitoring during refueling. The SR detector is connected to a pre-amplifier which boosts the

I detector's small electrical pulses and transmits them to the NISPA. Within the NISPA, the amplitudes of.
the pulses are compared to the discriminator setting. The result is used to ensure that only pulses from
neutrons are counted. The standard NISPA has provisions to allow injection of a test signal for channel
testing and provide an audible indication of the count rate to the control room via fiber optic cable. A
signal is provided from the LCL process stations to the NISPA to turn off the detector's high voltage
supply to protect the detectors when the source range limit has been exceeded. The NIS processors
receive the NISPA's output signals as a train of pulses the frequency of which is determined in order to
perform the high flux and doubling rate protection functions. These signals are converted to

I representative count rate values that are sent to the BPL processors via shared memory, where they are
used for protection functions during shutdown and plant startup modes of operation.

The PR system has eight PR detectors (2 per division). The two detectors in each division are arranged
vertically, upper and lower flux signals, to allow information on reactor power distribution to be
calculated as well as the total reactor power. Preamplifiers are not used in the PR. The PR detectors are
connected directly to the NISPA. Detector current is converted to a voltage by the NISPA, and this signal

• is transmitted to the NIS processors. The NIS processors convert these signals and perform the required
calculations, including scaling the neutron flux signals to represent reactor power. The NIS processors
then send the results to the BPL processors via shared memory.
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The IR system has four detectors (1 per division). As in the SR channel, a preamplifier is used to boost
the low level detector signal to a more easily transmitted signal. The IR preamplifier is located in the
same area as the SR preamplifier. Two forms of the detector output are used. At low power levels,
individual neutron events are counted as in the SR. At higher powers, the pulses overlap enough that a
white noise signal is formed. This signal is filtered to produce a Mean Square Voltage (MSV) or
Cambelling signal. The MSV signal is proportional to reactor power. To process these two modes, the
preamplifier outputs three signals (CPS, MSV1 and MSV2, the latter being a gain of 10 higher than the
first MSV signal) to the NISPA. The CPS signal consists of pulses that are "shaped" by the NISPA and
then passed on to the NIS processors, where they are counted. A scaling divider is provided in the pulse
stream path. When the pulse frequency becomes too high to accurately count, the processor switches to
the MSV mode and selects between the two MSV signals, based on range. It then calculates a signal
proportional to reactor power from the selected MSV signal. The NIS processor uses the inputs from the
NISPA to calculate power levels and rate of change signals, which are sent to the BPL processor via
shared memory.

Digital outputs from the NIS processors are used to control the NIS power supply. These functions
include turning off the SR high voltage power supply when the function is blocked to prevent burnout of
the detectors by high flux, and enabling calibration. The digital outputs from the two NIS processors are
logically ANDed so that both must act to turn on the SR power.

2.6 ICP PROCESS STATION

Each division of the PMS has an Interface Communication Processor (ICP) located in the same cabinet as
the Maintenance and Test Panel (MTP) and the Interface and Test Processor (ITP). The ICP gathers
signals that will be used in the non-safety control systems and sends them through digital-to-analog
converters and qualified isolators to the control cabinets. Signals are segmented into five groups with
each group having its own analog output module so that if a failure occurs, only one group is affected.
These segmentation groups correspond to the major control functions (e.g., reactor power control, steam
generator level control, etc.) which are also segmented within the non-safety control system. A given
signal may be present in multiple groups. Sensor signals that are 4-20 mA current loops are sent to the
non-safety control system directly, through isolation devices, and do not pass through the ICP. ICP
signals are those that are compensated or otherwise are calculated within the PMS.

In addition to the primary function of the ICP described above, each ICP is cross connected to its
counterparts in the other divisions to allow signals to be shared for the purpose of display on the
QDPS/Safety Displays (see Section 2.9). This permits all redundant measurements to be displayed side
by side on each division's display where they can be compared by the operator.

Two processor modules are present in the ICP to receive the three HSLs from other divisions; however,
no functional redundancy is performed between the two processors. The ICP process station contains a
CI communications module to communicate with the other process stations in the division via the
divisional AF 100 network. A live status signal is sent to the ITP via the AF 100 bus through the CI
communications module.
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2.7 ITP PROCESS STATION

The ITP process station monitors the status of the division's cabinets and performs diagnostics that
require information beyond that available in the individual processors and summarize the diagnostic
performed by the individual processors to activate a system trouble alarm when some problem is detected.
The ITP also receives, via the AF 100 bus, a live status signals from each of the process stations in the
division to determine the overall health of the system. Should any processor fail, or halt its execution due
to the detection of a diagnostic error, the ITP will immediately detect the condition due to the loss of the
live status signal from that processor.

The ITP process stations in the four divisions are interconnected via fiber optically isolated HSL
connections so that comparisons of sensor values can be made. Two processor modules are present in the
ITP to receive the three HSL connections from other divisions; however, no functional redundancy is
performed between the two processors. The ITP process station contains a CI communications module to
communicate with the other process stations in the division via the divisional AF100 network.

Keylock switches, located in the cabinet housing the ITP station, are scanned by digital input modules in
the ITP process station. These switches enable test and maintenance functions to be performed, and are
provided as a further level of access control (beyond the cabinet door locks) to support administrative
control of these functions.

2.8 MTP PROCESS STATION

The MTP process station is located in the same cabinet as the ITP and ICP process stations. It provides
local display of the division status, and provides the means to conduct surveillance testing of the division
(typically done during plant shutdown) as well as software maintenance of the various processors within
the division. It is through the MTP that the software is loaded into the division processors under control
of a software load enable key lock switch.

The MTP consists of a PC node box and a flat panel display with associated keyboard. Both are qualified
for application to the monitoring and maintenance functions of the PMS. The PC node box also contains
an Ethernet interface module through which it connects to a gateway on the Real Time Data Network
(RTDN). Through this gateway, the MTP provides information on system status and process
measurements for display and historical recording to the DDS. The network media between the MTP PC
node box and the gateway workstation is a unidirectional fiber optic cable to provide the required
electrical isolation.

aF
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2.9 QDPS/SAFETY DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM

Each of the four PMS divisions contains a QDPS/Safety Display located on the Dedicated Safety Panel.
(DSP) in the MCR. Each QDPS/Safety Display consists of a PC node box and a flat panel display unit
with a navigation device. The PC node box is on the AF 100 network of the division it is in. All
divisional process stations provide status information for display via the AF 100 network.

Manual actuations of permissives, blocks, resets and system level resets originate at the QDPS/Safety
Display as soft controls. They are sent from the QDPS/Safety Display PC node box via the
AF 100 network to the BPL and LCL process stations in the division. In the receiving process station, the
actuation commands are applied to the functional logic controlling the equipment as appropriate for the
given manual command.

In addition to providing status and actuation of the PMS divisions, the QDPS/Safety Display panel
provides the QDPS display information. Each QDPS/Safety Display indicates process variables required
for monitoring and controlling the post event plant state. The process variables are defined by Regulatory
Guide 1.97.

The operator makes display selections using the navigational device.
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2.10 QDPS PROCESS STATION

The QDPS process stations reads process measurements that are required for post-accident monitoring but
are otherwise not needed by the PMS for safety actuations. In addition, most signals that are needed for
both QDPS and safety actuations and that are required to be available up to 72 hours following the event,
are input to the QDPS process station. These latter signals are sent via shared current loop to the BCC
cabinet as well. This arrangement allows non-essential cabinets to be powered from the 24 hour batteries
in the event of a total blackout.

There are two QDPS process stations, one in each of divisions B and C. Processed measurements are sent
to all four QDPS/Safety Displays by way of the ICP process station, inter-divisional HSL connections and
the divisional AF100 networks (see Section 2.6). The division B and C QDPS process stations are also
cross-connected via the HSL connections (division B sends data to division C and vice versa). The
purpose of this cross-connection is to allow process variable signals to be validated by comparison of
redundant measurements. Also, when relying on equipment powered from the 72 hour battery bus, the
cross connection enables division B and C QDPS signals to be viewed on either QDPS/Safety Display in
the event of failure of one of the QDPS/Safety Displays.

2.11 COMMUNICATIONS

Communication between processors within the same process station (e.g., BPL or LCL) is conducted by
means of shared memory contained on the CI communication module.' This communication is not done
as messages; rather, the source processor deposits data values in the memory where the destination
processor accesses these values for use in its functional algorithms. Shared memory failure is a line item
included in the FMEA table in Section 4 for each process station.

Communications between divisions are conducted by means of HSL from the BPL process stations to the
LCL process stations in all divisions. Discussions of failures of these communications are found in the
FMEA as transmission failures in Section 4.1 and as reception failures in Section 4.2. Communication
failures can have many causes including broken media, component failures in the transmitter or receiver,
processor failure on either end, or corruption of the message by noise. The net effect of any of these
causes is the same, valid data is not passed from the source processor to the destination processor. The
destination processor takes note of the lack of data if the failure is persistent and takes a default action as
described in the FMEA. Message corruption is detected by Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) codes
contained within the message. If the receiving processor detects that bit errors have occurred within a
given message, the entire message is rejected. Processing continues with the previously received "good"
quality data. Generally, the next message will be received without problem, and no special action needs
to be taken. If the lack of data due to message corruption (or for other reasons) persists, the
communication channel will be marked as having "bad" quality. All data points conveyed by that channel
will be marked as "bad" quality. In the case of the LCL processor; the alternate link from the same
division will be used as input to the voting process.

The HSL communication links from the LCL to the Integrated Logic Processors (ILPs) within each
division have the same type of protection against message corruption described above. The HSL from
each of the two LCL processors performing Engineered Safeguards Features (ESF) actuation functions is
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sent to both of the ILPs in each of the Integrated Logic Cabinets (ILCs), thus allowing selection of an
alternate communications path should one become invalid.

Each of the redundant functional ILPs in an ILC receives two HSL communication links, one from each
LCL process station in the division. This same processor transmits, via HSL and the SRNC, commands to
the CIM modules. A second processor in the ILP chassis receives status feedback, via the SRNC and
HSL, from the CIMs. This data is used for display on the QDPS, but does not otherwise become involved
in the actuation logic for the equipment. Thus, failure of this second processor does not impact safety
actuation functions.

Communications between the safety and non-safety systems occur through the gateways provided for
each division. The MTP assembles data to be sent and passes messages to the gateway by means of a
dedicated Fast Ethernet link. While these messages do provide protection against corruption using similar
error detection means, the actions taken by the non-safety system upon receipt of corrupted data are
beyond the scope of the FMEA.

2.12 POWER DISTRIBUTION

The Class 1E 125 VDC and Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems provide reliable power for the
PMS cabinets required for the plant instrumentation, control, monitoring and other vital functions needed
for shutdown of the plant. In case of a total loss of off-site and on-site AC power sources, the DC
batteries provide electrical power for operation of the required DC and AC instrument loads.

The Class 1E 125 VDC and Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems are designed with
four independent, Class 1E 125 VDC divisions (A, B, C, and D). Each division has one 24-hour battery
bank. In addition, divisions B and C each have one 72-hour battery bank. Each battery bank has its own
battery charger. Each of the four divisions is electrically isolated and physically separated to prevent a
single event from causing the loss of more than one division.

The normal source of power for the Class IE DC system is the non-Class 1E AC power system. Battery
chargers serve as isolation devices for the connection between the Class 1E system and the non-Class 1E
system. If the normal source of AC power is not available, the Class lE batteries have sufficient capacity
for the critical plant loads required for plant safe shutdown for a period of up to 72 hours.

The Class 1E DC and UPS system includes a single spare battery bank with spare battery charger. The
spare battery bank and battery charger can replace any one of the 24-hour or 72-hour battery banks and
associated battery chargers while maintaining electrical isolation and physical separation. In the case of a
failure, maintenance or unavailability of the normal battery bank and the battery charger, the spare can be
connected to the affected bus using permanently installed cable connections. The configuration of the
spare battery connections permits connection of only one battery bank and battery charger at a time.
Apart from normal maintenance and testing, the spare battery charger remains continuously energized to
keep the spare battery fully charged and ready for replacing any battery on demand. The time required to
connect the spare battery to a Class 1E division is much less than the time allowed for the Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO) associated with the loss of one Class 1 E division.
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Regulating transformers provide backup sources of power for the UPS system. If an inverter is
inoperable or the Class 1E 125 VDC input to the inverter is unavailable, the load is transferred
automatically to the backup AC source by a static transfer switch featuring a make-before-break contact
arrangement. The diesel generator backed non-Class 1E power supply provides the backup power
through the Class 1E regulating transformer.

A manual maintenance bypass switch with overlapping contacts provided at the inverter facilitates
connection of the backup power source when the inverter is removed from service for maintenance. The
automatic or manual transfer from one power source to another does not affect the ability of the PMS to
perform its safety functions.

Each PMS-cabinet has one power feed, distributed from the UPS output through a main circuit breaker.
The power feed is input to a power supply containing redundant power supply modules. The power
supply modules produce the 24 VDC and 48 VDC required by the various PMS modules. Auctioneering
of the redundant voltages is performed internally. Other voltages (e.g., 5 VDC, +/- 12 VDC, etc.) are
produced locally as needed. Each cabinet power converter is sized to provide the full cabinet load with
ample margin. The converters contain hold-up capacitors that allow a temporary interruption of the input
power (40 ms), without degradation of the converter output.

2.13 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

The PMS provides SOE points to the PLS for event sequence recording purposes. The BPL and LCL
provide partial trip signals, reactor trip signals, and ESF actuation signals via isolated one-way datalink
(HSL) to the SOE cabinet. There is one independent SOE cabinet located in each division. The SOE
cabinet performs no safety functions and is therefore considered Non-Class 1E. Because of this, the SOE
cabinet is not dealt with in the FMEA tables of Section 4.

2.14 DEFAULT ACTIONS

As part of the application level diagnostics that are designed into the PMS, a number of default actions
are defined that have the intention of ensuring that failures lead to predefined safe states.

a. A sensor may fail such that its signal goes off-scale high or low. The signal quality for that sensor
is set to BAD. Bistables for reactor trip functions are put into the tripped state, those for ESF
functions are put into the non-tripped state. Majority voting of the function prevents spurious
actuation (for 2/3 and 2/4 functions) and preserves capability to actuate if needed. Thus this is a
safe state.

b. A sensor may fail in a way that it remains on-scale. The trip of this channel would either be early
or late depending on the direction of the failure with relation to the high or low action of a
bistable. Majority voting of the function prevents spurious actuation (for 2/3 and 2/4 functions)
and preserves capability to actuate if needed. Thus this is a safe state. The failure is detected by
the cross channel sensor checks performed by the ITP processor. An alarm to the operator is
actuated when a sensor deviation is detected but no other action is taken.
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c. Analog to digital converters in the BPL process stations may fail in a way that affects only a
single channel, in which case the failure effects are similar to a sensor failure and either a) or b)
will apply, or in a way that affects multiple channels although of different functions. In the latter
case, self diagnostics performed by the converter signal the failure to the BPL processor which
then sets the quality to BAD for all affected channels with the system response being as in a). A
key difference between analog to digital converter failure and sensor failure is that in the case of
converter failure, the signal is affected in only one of the redundant BPL processors. The other
remains fully capable of performing the safety functions. Failures of a NIS process station, or the
HSL connection connecting to its associated BPL process station, are treated the same as total
failures of analog input modules.

d. If the BPL processor or any of its support modules fail, the processing will stop and no messages
will be sent out via the HSL connections to the LCL process stations in all divisions. This is
handled as in e).

e. If an HSL connection between the BPL and LCL process stations fails, either as a complete loss
of communication or rejection of corrupted data as detected by Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC),
the LCL processor will set the signals carried in that connection to BAD quality. For majority
voting functions, inputs with BAD quality are rejected such that the good signal from the affected
division becomes the one that is effective (if both are good, they are logically ORed). If both
signals from a given division for a particular actuation function are BAD, then that vote to the
majority is set to TRUE for reactor trip functions and to FALSE for ESF actuation functions.
Majority voting of the function prevents spurious actuation (for 2/3 and 2/4 functions) and
preserves capability to actuate if needed. Thus this is a safe state.

f. If an LCL processor performing the reactor trip actuation function or any of its support modules
fails, the processing will stop. The watchdog timer on its output will cause the relays in the trip
voting matrix associated with that processor for both undervoltage and shunt trip to actuate.
Coincidence logic of the trip interface matrix prevents the trip breakers of the division from being
opened as a result of the failure, even if both reactor trip LCL processors are affected by the
failure. Because of the action of the watchdog timer on the relays, the LCL processors in the
other Bistable/Coincidence Logic Cabinet (BCC) of the affected division are able to open the trip
breakers if needed. Furthermore, the reactor trip function can be accomplished by the other three
RPS divisions even if the affected division's breakers are not opened. Thus this is a safe state.

g. If a LCL processor performing the ESF actuation function or any of its support modules fails, the
processing will stop. Its output HSL connection to the ILC cabinets will stop communications.
Within each ILC, the signals received via the affected connection are set to BAD quality and the
component level actuation logic uses the signals with good quality received via the connection
from the other BCC cabinet in the division. There is no loss of function, thus this is a safe state.
With both ESF processors and HSL links operating, agreement between the two sets of data is
needed to change the state of a system level actuation; i.e. both must agree to initiate an actuation
and both must agree to terminate an actuation at the system level.

h. Failure of an HSL connection between the LCL process station and an ILC cabinet will have the
same result as in g) however only one ILC cabinet will experience the described effect.
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Failure of an ILC processor, or any of its supporting modules, will cause its processing to stop.

Serial communications between the ILC processor and the CIM modules, via the SRNC, will
stop. The same effect could occur as a result of failure of one HIM in the SRNC. Upon detection
of the failed communications, the CIM logic uses the data from the functioning redundant serial
channel. With both serial channels functioning, actuation commands are ANDed so that both ILC
processors must agree to cause an actuation. However, with one ILC processor failed, the other is
capable of performing actuations on its own. Thus, this is a safe state.

In the event that, through multiple failures, serial communication is lost between both ILC
processors and the CIM modules, components that are handled by that ILC will remain in their
"as is" state. Redundancy of the ESF functions in other fluid system trains is sufficient to ensure

that any needed safety function can be completed. Also, even with failure of the ILC processors
those components without onerous consequences that have soft controls through the PLS can be
manipulated via those manual controls. All components can be manipulated through the CIM
local controls; however this requires access to the ILC cabinet. Therefore, this is a safe state.

k. The majority of failures of a CIM will cause the equipment it controls to remain in its previous
state (fail "as is"). A small percentage of CIM failures could result in the equipment being
spuriously actuated into the opposite state. The result (Valve motion, etc.) could lead to an impact
on the plant process, which would subsequently require further safety system action to mitigate.
In such a case, the failure will only affect a single component, thus all remaining safety functions
are available, even if they are affected by one of the single failures discussed in a) through i).

Thus, this is a safe state. Note that for squib valve and certain MOV interfaces, two CIM
modules are involved such that no single failure, including hot shorts that may result from a fire,
will result in spurious actuation of the valve.
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Figure 2-1 PMS One Line Architecture
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Figure 2-2 Typical PMS Division Configuration
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a,c

Figure 2-3 PMS Redundancy Within A Division
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Figure 2-4 Reactor Trip Interface Relay Matrix
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3 FMEA METHODOLOGY

Each segment of the PMS described in Section 2 is analyzed in a separate FMEA table. The indenture
level (i.e., level of abstraction) of the analysis is to the replaceable module. In certain cases, individual
components (diodes, resistors, etc.) are discussed to the extent that they have a direct contribution to the
accomplishment of the function of the segment. Identification of the component is consistent with the
labeling of Figures 2-2 and 2-3.

Failure modes of the components are presented to the extent of their effect on the function of the
component being analyzed. Thus, for instance, a computer module will be analyzed for failures such as
inability to execute the store program, incorrect access of data, etc. rather than short or open circuits of its
constituent elements. A finer level of detail is done for components directly involved in safety function
actuation than is done for those performing monitoring and diagnostic functions. Because the abstraction
level for the analysis handles complex assemblies as the basic elements, no attempt is made to determine
the potential underlying causes for the various failure modes since this would require examination of the
interior details of the assembly.

For digital I&C technology, it is not practical to do an FMEA to the level that identifies individual
components and their specific failure modes (short, open, value change, etc.). Instead, the analysis is
done at a more abstract level. In the case of the FMEA done for the PMS, the "components" selected
were at a level of replaceable modules (central processing unit [CPU] boards, 110 modules, CIM, etc.).
Failures of the module are then listed in a way that describes a specific function that is not performed or a
behavior that is exhibited. This list represents insight of the analyst into the ways that module failure
could impact the safety functions to which the module contributes. In determining the functions and
behaviors to be included, the module interfaces are examined. Previous FMEA studies, such as those
done for the AP600 Design Certification and the Common Q topical report, are used as guidance for the
appropriate level of abstraction.

In some cases, further illustration of the module failure modes is provided by dividing the module into
sub-modules. Such is the case in this FMEEA where the CPU module is divided into the functional
processor portion and the communications.processor portion. Another example of this sub-division is the
analog input module where the individual channel behaviors are considered in addition to the common
portion that controls communication with the host processor over the 110 bus. Such sub-division requires
insight as to the potential failure modes of the module in order to know which portions can function
independently and where interactions between the sub-modules may affect their performance.

Vendor insight is also used in determining the response of various modules to abnormal signals and the
means by which faults will be detected. This insight is provided through a study of product specifications
and other background material beyond that which is formally part of the PMS design documentation.

While no specific attempt is made to capture field experience into the definition of failure modes, the
understanding of basic operation of digital systems and how these circuits interact'is the result of years of
experience in the application of this technology.
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The FMEA table prepared for each segment of the PMS contains the following columns:

Component

Failure Mode

Symptoms and Local Effects
Including Dependent Failures

Effect on Protective Function

Method of Detection

Fault Classification

Identification of the module being analyzed using terminology consistent
with Figures 2-2 and 2-3.

Definition of the failure of the component in the terms of the specific
function that is not performed and, where appropriate, a discrimination of
the possible variations (e.g.,. fail high or fail low).

The consequent effect(s) of the failure on the component or on its adjunct
components. For instance, failure to execute a computer program will
cause the computer to stop resetting the watchdog timer causing it to
time out.

The effect of the failure on the ability to complete the protective
function, including identification of any degradation in performance or
degree of redundancy. Mitigating design features that prevent or limit
this effect are discussed.

Identification of the means by which the failure will come to the
attention of the plant operation/maintenance staff.

A code that ranks the criticality and detectability of the failure per the
definitions given below.

Each row of the FMEA table is assigned a classification to facilitate identification of significant failures
with regard to their criticality to the ability of the system to accomplish its required safety functions and
to the effectiveness of diagnostics and/or surveillance tests to reveal the failures. The first part of this
classification will be a Roman numeral indicating criticality as defined in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 Failure Criticality Classes

Class Meaning

I Loss of capability to perfomi the safety function or spurious actuation of the safety function is a
direct result of this failure.

11 The safety function can still be accomplished but at a degraded performance (accuracy, time
response, etc.)

III Redundancy is reduced to the point that a further single failure will prevent actuation of the safety
function or cause spurious actuation.

IV The failure requires restorative maintenance but does not otherwise prevent the functioning of the
system.
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The second part of the classification identifies the detectability of the failure according to the definitions

provided in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2 Failure Detectability Classes

Class Meaning

A The failure is self revealing through the consequent action of plant equipment (valve motion,

breaker tripping, etc.)

B The failure is detected by diagnostic features of the system that actuate an alarm as a consequence.

C The failure will be revealed by planned surveillance testing performed at the specified test interval.

D The failure is not revealed unless uncovered by an additional failure(s) or by intentional
investigation beyond the scope of normal surveillance testing.
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4 FMEA TABLES

The following conditions are included in the basis of the FMEA analysis:

The system is in full operation with all divisions in service as the initial condition prior to the
postulated failure. Where planned operating modes would alter the character of the effect of the
failure on the plant, these are identified and discussed. A discussion of off-normal system
operating modes is in Section 5.

The system is running on normal power. Specifically, the full system is available as opposed to
the subset available on the 72-hour batteries.

For the purpose of the analysis, HSL connections are considered to be part of the transmitter,
including the fiber optic modems (both transmit and receive) and the media (copper or fiber
optic) making. the physical connection.

o* Failure of the AC 160 backplane is not included in the analysis since it is a passive device with
only a few pull up resistors. If failures (shorts or open circuits) were to occur, the effects would
be the same as those of active module failures that are included in the analysis.

The minimum inventory manual controls connected directly to the LCL process stations use dual,
two-pole energize-to-actuate ungrounded dc circuits to allow switch and cabling failures to be
tolerated (i.e. not result in spurious actuations). The single failure criterion for actuation (i.e., that
a failure shall not prevent actuation) is provided through alternate switches.

The tables on the following pages contain the FMIEA details for each of the major segments of the PMS
that are described in Section 2.
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4.1 BPL PROCESS STATION
a,c
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4.2 LCL PROCESS STATION
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4.3 REACTOR TRIP INTERFACE
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4.4 ILC PROCESS STATION
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4.5 NIS SUBSYSTEM
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4.6 ICP PROCESS STATION
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4.7 ITP PROCESS STATION a,c
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4.8 MTP PROCESS STATION
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4.9 QDPS/SAFETY DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM
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4.10 QDPS PROCESS STATION as€
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4.11 POWER DISTRIBUTION
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5 CONSIDERATIONS OF OFF-NORMAL MODES OF OPERATION

5.1 MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS

The PMS has no feature that would allow an entire division to be bypassed. Instead, maintenance
bypasses are applied at the individual channel bistable output level in the BPL through action taken by the
operator at the MTP flat panel display. Bypasses may be applied to a single BPL in a division or to both
BPLs. The latter case is used in the event of a sensor failure since a single sensor feeds both of the BPL
process stations. The effect of a maintenance bypass on the protection logic is the same as a failed sensor.
The two-out-of-four coincidence logic becomes two-out-of-three for that bistable function. Other
functions are not affected. If the bypass were to be applied to only a single BPL, the LCL processor logic
would use the data from the un-bypassed BPL and the logic would remain two-out-of-four. With a
maintenance bypass applied to a bistable function (in both BPLs) in one division, and with
two-out-of-three logic, the single failure criterion is still met. Therefore, continued operation under this
condition is permitted.

If a second sensor failure leads to the need to bypass a second channel, the resulting logic would become
two-out-of-two. Since this does not meet the single failure criterion, the operator instead trips the
bistables of the second channel. This effectively causes the logic to become one-out-of-two of the
remaining good channels. This configuration also meets the single failure criterion thus plant safety is
ensured. However, a further failure could cause spurious plant trip or actuation of ESF functions.

Operator decisions to bypass or trip a channel, or to bypass multiple channels in a division is under
control of plant administrative procedures. In addition, the coincidence logic voting gates enforce the rule
that the single failure criterion must continue to be met under the condition of multiple bypasses. The
same administrative procedures govern which of the bistable functions are to be bypassed when a given
sensor channel fails.

Maintenance bypasses are not automatically applied for periodic testing or for restorative maintenance
within the PMS cabinets. If they are used by manual actuation under administrative control, they will be
applied to only to the bistable outputs of one of the BPL process stations: that being the one under test.
The redundancy of the processors within a given division provides the required fault tolerance to prevent
spurious actions as a result of the test signal generation. The processors are tested, through operator
action at the MTP, one at a time. Since coincidence of action is required at each level of the system, no
spurious actions result from the temporary signal states created during testing. If a BPL is taken out of
service for repair, the LCL processors in all divisions will ignore the data from that BPL, choosing instead
the data from the redundant partner BPL in the same division. If an LCL is taken out of service for repair,
its watchdog timer relays drop out, allowing the outputs of its partner to control the opening of the trip
breakers. The HSL to the ILC cabinets from the unaffected LCL will continue to provide safety actuation
of the division's ESF equipment if needed. If an ILC processor is taken out of service for repair, all
valves operated by that cabinet will become inoperable from a safety point of view. However, many
valves (those without onerous consequences of operation) will continue to be operable for manual
actuations through the soft controls of the PLS since the CIMs remain powered. Redundancy of the PMS
divisions allows safety functions to be accomplished through actuation of other safety equipment. The
time required to conduct any repairs of ILC processors will be less than the action times for the controlled
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equipment in the plant Technical Specifications. Taking any other processor in a division (ITP, MTP, etc.)
out of service for repairwill not affect PMS actuations.

5.2 OPERATIONAL AND MAINTENANCE BYPASSES

Maintenance bypass and operation bypass functions are performed through soft controls on the MTP flat
panel displays. They are "software only" functions and do not depend on dedicated hardware
components. Because software itself does not fail, these functions are not specifically treated in the
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). Safety system Common Mode Failure (CMF) due to
software design defect is dealt with in WCAP-15775, "AP 1000 Instrumentation and Control Defense-in-
Depth and Diversity Report" (Reference 6).

Operation bypasses, such as the Source Range Nuclear Instrumentation Subsystem (NIS) Trip Block
function, are actuated through soft controls on the flat panel display of the Primary Dedicated Safety
Panel. Operation bypasses are applied individually to the four Protection and Safety Monitoring System
(PMS) divisions. These bypasses are used by the plant operator to allow transition into plant states where
a protective function is no longer required and which would otherwise prevent putting the plant into the
desired state. In accordance with the requirements of IEEE Std 603, if the plant state is such that a
particular operation bypass is not permitted, the PMS automatically blocks the application of that bypass.
If an operation bypass has been established and the plant state subsequently changes such that the bypass
is not permitted, it is automatically removed by the PMS. If, through some non-specific failure mode, an
operation bypass is not applied when needed, and the operator does not recognize the condition and
proceeds to change the plant state, then the safety function that was to be bypassed will be actuated in the
affected division(s). This could lead, for instance, to an unintended plant trip if multiple divisions are
affected. If the non-specific failure mode of the operation bypass leads to the bypass becoming active
when not commanded by the operator, the automatic features of the PMS to establish permissive
conditions for operation bypasses will ensure plant safety.

Maintenance bypasses are applied through soft controls on the flat panel displays in the MTP in each
division. Bypasses can only be applied in the division in which the technician has accessed the MTP.
The current state of the bypasses is displayed locally on the MTP, on the safety displays located on the
Primary Dedicated Safety Panel in the MCR, and on the displays of the Data Display and Processing
System. Maintenance bypasses are applied at the channel level to individual bistable outputs. They are
separately applied to the two BPL process stations within the division. Therefore, it would take multiple
faults to inadvertently defeat any portion of the safety system, and then only one division would be
affected. The safety of the plant is ensured through the redundancy of the PMS.

In the event that some non-specific fault would prevent a maintenance bypass from being applied when
the technician calls for it at the MTP, the effect would be that partial trip signals from the affected channel
would propagate through the PMS divisions and would be included in the majority voting for the safety
function rather than being blocked by the LCL. With no other faults or partial trip conditions, there would
be no net effect on the plant. One additional channel (of the same function) going to the trip state would
cause a reactor trip (or other safety action). These are multiple failure scenarios that end in a safe plant
state.
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5.3 SURVEILLANCE TEST CONSIDERATIONS

A goal of the AP 1000 is to perform the bulk of surveillance testing of the PMS electronics during regular
refueling outages. Achievement of this goal is enabled by the high degree of coverage of the continuous
self-diagnostics performed in the digital portions of the system, and by the experience of low failure rates
of digital I&C equipment. Nevertheless, on-line surveillance testing is possible through manual actions
taken at the MTP display located within each PMS division.

Testing done through the MTP can only affect the operations of the single division accessed by the MTP.
Depending on the scope of the test being performed, the functionality of the division is usually
maintained by the internal redundancy of the division, as was discussed for maintenance impacts.
Maintenance bypassed are applied manually, as appropriate, to limit the effects of the testing on
downstream equipment.

Testing of the reactor trip switchgear impacts the system functionality during surveillance testing. The
frequency of this testing may be more often than the refueling outages because the continuous self-
diagnostics of the PMS do not provide coverage of the breaker circuits. Both breakers of the division
under test are tripped open for this test. The voting arrangement of two-out-of-four divisions prevents
this test from interrupting rod drive power, so no bypass breakers are required. However, for the duration
of the test, there is an exposure to a single failure in another division, causing a spurious trip of the -

reactor. The exposure time is short (on the order of 30 minutes) and the failure rate of the other divisions
is sufficiently low that the coincidence of these two events is not likely to occur in the lifetime of the
plant, even if the trip breakers are tested frequently (for instance, monthly).

5.4 DEGRADED POWER SUPPLY CONDITIONS

Power to the PMS cabinets is provided from battery-backed inverters. In the event of inverter failure,
automatic switchover of the output to an AC bus will occur. During this switchover, power may be
momentarily interrupted. The inverters and supply busses (AC and DC) are not in the scope of the PMS
and have not been included in detail in the PMS FMEA. An FMEA of both the Class 1E 125V DC and
Class 1E UPS is contained in Chapter 8 of the AP1000 Design Control Document (Reference 2). The
inverters are separate for each safety division, so that any effects of the switchover will be limited to a
single division.

When PMS operation is from battery power, there is no effect. In the event of loss of normal AC power,
the UPS inverters will take their source power from the battery banks rather than the AC busses. Their
AC output to the PMS cabinets remains unchanged. The PMS cabinets do not experience any difference
in this mode of operation. The battery banks are sized to provide power to Divisions A and D for 24
hours and to B and C for 72 hours. The longer time for Divisions B and C provides extended plant
monitoring on the safety displays. At the point of battery discharge when an inverter in a division can no
longer produce AC power within specified tolerances, the inverter will shut off its output. The PMS
cabinets in that division will become de-energized. Plant monitoring and ESF actuation through that
division, including manual actuation of the equipment from the PLS, is no longer possible. Since the
entire division is fed from the same inverter, the de-energization will affect all cabinets at the same time,
though the timing of the power-off condition will be different in the four divisions.
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The AC power feed to each PMS cabinet is processed by redundant power supply modules. Internal to
each of these modules is a capacitor bank that provides the capability to ride through momentary power
interruptions. While the length of the "hold up" period is a function of the loading on the supply, the
specification of the power supply guarantees a minimum of 48 milliseconds when fully loaded. When the
holding charge of the capacitor bank is depleted (after the "hold up" time), the power supply will no
longer be able to provide output voltage within its specified range. A monitor circuit internal to the
supply detects this as an undervoltage condition, turns off the voltage outputs to the cabinet equipment
and asserts a status alarm. This action is latched and will persist until the power is turned completely off
and is subsequently restored. It is conceivable that the momentary power loss on the input could be long
enough to cause this reset to occur. Overvoltage conditions on the input are also detected and dealt with
in a similar fashion.

The PMS cabinet power supplies are redundant; their outputs are auctioneered by diodes such that the
higher of the two voltage outputs is passed on to the assemblies within the cabinet. In normal conditions
with both supplies operating, the load is shared between the two supplies such that each supply carries a
nominal load of approximately 50 percent of the total load. Thus, if the momentary power interruption or
undervoltage condition only affects one of the two power feeds to the cabinet, the downstream equipment
will not see any effect. If power is removed from both power supplies, the cabinet processors will be put
into a reset state. Outputs of the processor will go to their default state. When power is restored, the
processors will go through their initialization sequence, which takes several minutes to complete. After
initialization, the processor outputs are put into the state corresponding to the logic algorithms being
applied to the sensor inputs.

If the momentary power disturbance affects only one of the two cabinets holding BPL and LCL process
stations, then the net effect on the PMS function will be negligible since the safety functions of reactor
trip and ESF can be carried out through the unaffected cabinet. If the power disturbance affects both
cabinets (i.e., originated in the inverter source), then the reactor trip breakers for that division will open
and ESF actuations will be blocked until the restart sequence is completed. ESF actuations for a subset of
plant equipment will also be blocked if the power disturbance affects both feeds to an ILC.

Downstream of the redundant power supply auctioneering diodes, there are no credible faults that could
cause momentary interruption or overvoltage/undervoltage conditions to a module. Any fault that causes
an over-current condition will either blow the fuse on the module (and thus protection in the supply to
other modules in the cabinet) or will cause the over-current protection in both of the redundant power
supplies to shut off their outputs until the fault condition is cleared and the power is cycled off and then
on.

The CIM module has a power supply monitor circuit that holds the logic FPGA in a reset state and holds
the outputs as "off' until the internal logic supply voltage is within specification. The reset state is held
for a minimum of 30 milliseconds. If the supply voltage to the module deviates from specification at
some time after power up, this monitor circuit will reset the device until the power supply returns to being
within specification. This circuit prevents anomalous actuation outputs from occurring during
initialization of the module.
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APPENDIX A
FAILURE IMPACT ON PLANT

The tables of Section 4 demonstrate that plant safety is maintained in the presence of postulated failures
through the redundancy provided in the PMS. There are, however, instances of failures that could lead to
the spurious operation of plant equipment. Understanding the impact of such spurious actuations on plant
operations requires examination of the specific plant equipment that is actuated by the PMS. Specifics on
the fluid system control impacts are determined from References 17 through 30.

Tables A-I through A-4 list the loads controlled through the PMS ILC cabinets in each of the four
divisions, respectively. These tables are based on Figures 5.8-1 through 5.8-13 of Reference 13. Some
safety loads are not assigned in the available revision of the reference, and have not been included in this
analysis. Each load represents a CIM that is used to interface to the load. Failure of the CIM could lead
to spurious operation of the equipment. In some cases, such as the squib valves and certain MOVs,
two CIM are used for the interface. Proper operation of both is needed to cause the equipment actuation;
the failure of one of the two CIMs will not cause spurious operation.

The predominant failure modes of a CIM will cause the de-energization (or lack of ability to energize) the
module outputs. There is a remote possibility that a component failure within the module could cause an
uncommanded energization of one of the outputs. Receiving a command to the opposite state may or may
not override such an uncommanded action.

The "Type" column of Tables A-1 through A-4 provides general understanding of the effects of CIM
failures.

AOV Air operated valves have an established preferred "fail state," which is that state the valve
will take on loss of instrument air. Valves of this type are controlled by the PMS through
a pilot solenoid valve that either admits air to the valve diaphragm or vents the diaphragm
to the atmosphere. Typically, the de-energized state of the solenoid coincides with the
preferred fail state so that loss of electrical power has the same effect as loss of air.
During normal plant operation, AOVs are often in the state opposite that of the safety
actuation. Therefore, the solenoid is held energized by the CIM. Failure of the CIM
could cause the solenoid to become de-energized thus causing the spurious actuation (to
the safe state) of the AOV.

CB Circuit breakers interrupt the motive power to the end equipment. For the PMS, all
instances of circuit breakers are tripped on actuation of the safety function. This tripping
action is done by energizing a shunt trip device in the breaker. (Note: the reactor trip
breakers, that are de-energize to actuate, are not included in the tables because they are
not driven by CIM modules).

EHV Electro-hydraulic valves operate in the same way as AOVs. The pilot solenoid controls
hydraulic fluid rather than air. EHVs have a preferred "fail state" which will be caused
by de-energiziation of the pilot solenoid, or by loss of hydraulic fluid pressure.
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HOV Hydraulic operated valves operate in the same way as AOVs in that they have a preferred
"fail state" for loss of hydraulic fluid pressure. However, the pilot solenoid is typically
opposite to this state so that a de-energized solenoid will trap the hydraulic fluid pressure
in the valve operator cylinder allowing the valve to maintain its "as is" position. A

second solenoid in the hydraulic supply line restricts the flow rate (when energized) so
that the valve can be operated at a slow rate of motion for testing. Spurious operation of
this second solenoid by itself has no impact on the valve.

MOV Motor operated valves are "fail-as-is." Command signals to the motor starter are
normally in a non-energized state. Therefore, the predominant failure modes of the CIM
will leave the valve unmoved. There is a small probability that spurious operation of the
valve could occur. In some instances, marked by an asterisk (i.e., MOV*), two CIMs are
connected in series to prevent any potential for spurious actuation due to a single failure
of a CIM, including those that may result from fire induced shorts. The two CIMs may
be in the same ILC cabinet, or in different cabinets within the same division.

SOV Solenoid operated valves are similar to AOVs, but the valves work directly on the process
fluid rather than as pilot valves with instrument air. Spurious actuation on CIM failure is
a potential for these valves as well.

Squib Squib valves are opened by detonating an explosive charge. Action is required of
two CIMs in different cabinets to cause this detonation, the first to arm the igniter circuit
by charging a capacitor and the second to fire the charge into the explosive igniter. The
squib interface circuit is designed to prevent the possibility of spurious actuation.

The "Cabinet" column of the tables indicates which PMS division, and which ILC within that division,
contains the CIM that interfaces to the equipment. Failure of that CIM could potentially cause spurious
actuation of the equipment.

The "OC" column of the tables denotes those components that are designated as having Onerous
Consequences. The priority logic of the CIM prevents control of these devices from the PLS.
Component-level manual controls are accomplished through the soft controls on the flat panel displays on
the safety console in the control room.

The "Norm" column of the tables indicates the normal state (during Mode 1 plant operation) of the CIM
output: D for "de-energized" and E for "energized." The predominant failure modes of the CIM will
cause it to de-energize its outputs regardless of the command inputs from either system. Therefore, those
outputs that are normally energized have the greatest potential for spurious actuations. There is, however,
a small probability that failure of a CIM could energize an output.

The "Sp Act" column of the tables records the result of an analysis of the potential consequences of
spurious actuation that result from PMS failures. The entries in this column are one of the following:

0 Spurious actuation of the final equipment is prevented through redundancy within the
PMS system; e.g., series connection of CIM outputs or dual action required for squib
valves. No plant operation impact occurs.
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1 Energization of a CIM output could cause motion of final equipment; however, any
impact on the plant is prevented by the arrangement of the fluid systems, or is of a minor
nature that would not affect power production. Short-term suspension of some minor
procedures may be required (for example chemistry sampling, etc.).

2 De-energization of a CIM output could cause motion of final equipment; however, any
impact on the plant is prevented by the arrangement of the fluid systems, or is of a minor
nature that would not affect power production. Short-term suspension of some minor
procedures may be required (for example chemistry sampling, etc.).

3 Energization of a CIM output could cause motion of final equipment with a potential to
affect power production, including plant trip. The probability of such a failure mode is
very low to the extent that it could be considered to be incredible.

4 De-energization of a CIM output could cause motion of final equipment with a potential
to affect power production, including plant trip. Since this is the predominant failure
mode of the CIM, failure events in this group become the single failure points of

vulnerability for the PMS.

Thus, the possible consequences of single failure induced spurious actuations from the PMS are the
following: a,c
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a,c
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a,c
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a,c
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a,c
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